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Le Storie Del Gatto Medardo
00 Throughout this century the visual avant-garde has met the public through provocative exhibitions, where partisans confronted anger and derision in reaction to the new art. Bruce Altshuler provides an account of more than twenty key exhibitions in Europe, America, and Asia from 1905 through
the 60s, presenting a new perspective on advanced art through a focus on critical moments of interaction among artists, dealers, collectors, critics and public. Throughout this century the visual avant-garde has met the public through provocative exhibitions, where partisans confronted anger
and derision in reaction to the new art. Bruce Altshuler provides an account of more than twenty key exhibitions in Europe, America, and Asia from 1905 through the 60s, presenting a new perspective on advanced art through a focus on critical moments of interaction among artists, dealers,
collectors, critics and public.
When a nobleman is split in two, his separate halves pursue different adventures in a fantastically macabre tale by the author of Invisible Cities. It is the seventeenth century, and the Viscount Medardo of Terralba must go into battle against the Turks. But the inexperienced warrior is soon
bisected lengthwise by a cannonball. Through a miracle of stitching, one half of him survives, returning to his feudal estate to lead a lavishly evil life. But soon his other, virtuous half appears—also very much alive. When the two halves become rivals for the love of the same woman, there’s
no telling the lengths each will go to in order to win. Now available in an independent volume for the first time, this deliciously bizarre novella of is Calvino at his most devious and winning.
Forty very short stories that reimagine the genre of crime writing from some of today’s most imaginative and thrilling writers “An intriguing take on crime/noir writing, this collection of 40 very short stories by leading and emerging literary voices—Amelia Gray, Brian Evenson, Elizabeth Hand,
Carmen Maria Machado, Benjamin Percy, Laura van den Berg and more—investigates crimes both real and imagined. Despite their diminutive size, these tales promise to pack a punch.” —Chicago Tribune, 1 of 25 Hot Books for Summer Tiny Crimes gathers leading and emerging literary voices to tell
tales of villainy and intrigue in only a few hundred words. From the most hard–boiled of noirs to the coziest of mysteries, with diminutive double crosses, miniature murders, and crimes both real and imagined, Tiny Crimes rounds up all the usual suspects, and some unusual suspects, too. With
illustrations by Wesley Allsbrook and flash fiction by Carmen Maria Machado, Benjamin Percy, Amelia Gray, Adam Sternbergh, Yuri Herrera, Julia Elliott, Elizabeth Hand, Brian Evenson, Charles Yu, Laura van den Berg, and more, Tiny Crimes scours the underbelly of modern life to expose the
criminal, the illegal, and the depraved.
A Loving Hunt
The Castle of Fratta
Weird But True 9
Grande & Buffo. Morsi e rimorsi
Grande & Buffo. Il consiglio del coniglio
Enrichetto dal ciuffo, Cenerentola e Pollicino, qui ribattezzato alla toscana Puccettino: tre fiabe di Charles Perrault nella storica traduzione di Carlo Collodi.
In the mold of his acclaimed History of Beauty, renowned cultural critic Umberto Eco’s On Ugliness is an exploration of the monstrous and the repellant in visual culture and the arts. What is the voyeuristic impulse behind our attraction to the gruesome and the horrible? Where does the magnetic appeal of the sordid and the scandalous come from? Is ugliness also in the eye of the beholder? Eco’s encyclopedic knowledge and
captivating storytelling skills combine in this ingenious study of the Ugly, revealing that what we often shield ourselves from and shun in everyday life is what we’re most attracted to subliminally. Topics range from Milton’s Satan to Goethe’s Mephistopheles; from witchcraft and medieval torture tactics to martyrs, hermits, and penitents; from lunar births and disemboweled corpses to mythic monsters and sideshow freaks; and from
Decadentism and picturesque ugliness to the tacky, kitsch, and camp, and the aesthetics of excess and vice. With abundant examples of painting and sculpture ranging from ancient Greek amphorae to Bosch, Brueghel, and Goya among others, and with quotations from the most celebrated writers and philosophers of each age, this provocative discussion explores in-depth the concepts of evil, depravity, and darkness in art and
literature.
Siddharta era destinato fin dalla nascita a governare su un piccolo regno alle pendici dell’Himalaya. Il re suo padre e i sudditi non immaginavano per lui altro che una vita di lussi, responsabilità e privilegi. Scosso dalla sofferenza degli uomini, il giovane principe decide però di lasciare il palazzo per cercare la vera felicità. Dopo lunghe privazioni e anni di ascetismo raggiungerà infine l’illuminazione. E fonderà la religione nota come
Buddismo.
Grande & Buffo. Una merenda tremenda
The Avant-garde in Exhibition
Stabat Mater
il rinnovamento della pittura in Italia : [Ferrara, Palazzo dei Diamanti, 26 settembre 1999-9 gennaio 2000]
Very Short Tales of Mystery and Murder
Helmut Illbruck traces the concept of nostalgia from the earliest uses of the term in the seventeenth century to today as it evolves with different meanings and intensities in the discourses of medicine, literature, philosophy, and aesthetics. Following nostalgia’s troubled relations to the philosophical project of the Enlightenment, Illbruck’s study builds a cumulative argument about nostalgia’s modern significance that often revises and
thoroughly enriches our understanding of cultural, literary, and intellectual history. Illbruck concludes with an attempt at a reinterpretation and defense of nostalgia, which seduces us to read and think with, rather than against, nostalgia’s wistful yearning for the past. Nostalgia: Origins and Ends of an Unenlightened Disease is a comprehensive, insistent, and profound interdisciplinary investigation of the history of an idea. It should
appeal to readers interested in the cultural makings of the Enlightenment and modernity or in the histories of medicine, literature, and philosophy.
Il gatto Medardo vive in una citt di mare, con una famiglia composta da mamma, pap , la piccola Matilde e Martino, l’ultimo nato. La mattina, dopo che tutti sono andati a scuola o al lavoro, Medardo salta fuori dalla gattaiola e si lancia nelle pi incredibili avventure. Poi, la sera, torna a casa e racconta le sue esperienze a Martino. Perch solo i pi piccoli comprendono la lingua della fantasia...
The first volume on the Collezione Giuseppe Iannaccone covers the works produced in the period 1920-45, personally chosen by the collector and purchased up to the date of 30 November 2016. The collection was built up specifically as a homogeneous group of works essentially representing the course of artistic developments from 1920 to 1945 outside the canons of the Novecento Italiano movement and the "return to order".
The first part of the book is devoted to Giuseppe Iannaccone and his personal vision of the history of art, describing the life and the decisions that characterize the collection with the greatest possible fidelity. Flavio Fergonzi then presents the twenty-five years in question with a study that puts forward and examines twelve critical themes for Italian art. This is followed by essays meticulously analyzing the cultural, historical and
artistic events of the period 1920-45 by scholars who have explored and studied the collection in depth. The rich critical apparatus comprises a list of the works with all the technical data required for the purposes of historical reconstruction; a critical chronology of the period 1920-45 including events in Italy's political and social history, biographical data, information on exhibitions, prizes and publications regarding the artists
concerned and a critical anthology for each work; a list in chronological order of exhibitions featuring the works; and a bibliography by artist in alphabetical order including books, newspapers, periodicals and exhibition catalogues.
Collezione Giuseppe Iannaccone
Monografie
Italian Interbellum Art in the Iannaccone Collection
Furniture, 1929
Biographies and Autobiographies in Modern Italy: a Festschrift for John Woodhouse

The Handbook of International Futurism is the first reference work ever to presents in a comparative fashion all media and countries in which the movement, initiated by F.T. Marinetti in 1909, exercised a particularly noteworthy influence. The handbook offers a synthesis of the state of scholarship regarding the international radiation of Futurism and its influence in some fifteen artistic disciplines and thirty-eight countries. While
acknowledging the great achievements of the movement in the visual and literary arts of Italy and Russia, it treats Futurism as an international, multidisciplinary phenomenon that left a lasting mark on the manifold artistic manifestations of the early twentieth-century avant-garde. Hundreds of artists, who in some phase in their career absorbed Futurist ideas and stylistic devices, are presented in the context of their national traditions, their
international connections and the media in which they were predominantly active. The handbook acts as a kind of multi-disciplinary, geographical encyclopaedia of Futurism and gives scholars with varying levels of experience a detailed overview of all countries and disciplines in which the movement had a major impact.
Felci felici, bici e abc, un Romolo che rema e un’allergia che diventa allegria... Roberto Piumini continua e approfondisce la ricerca sul valore espressivo della parola con una raccolta di poesie acute e musicali. Arricchito con il contrappunto dei disegni di Cecco Mariniello, io, pi è un’esperienza poetica da fare ad alta voce, a casa e in classe, per giocare creativamente con la nostra lingua.
Appearing here in its first English translation, Into the War contains three stories drawing on Italo Calvino's memories of the Second World War in Italy.
New Art in the 20th Century
Origins and Ends of an Unenlightened Disease
Il principe Siddharta
Italienische Zeichner der Gegenwart
On Ugliness
Buffo è senza parole: a quanto pare gli alberi della valle hanno deciso di volare a Sud per l’inverno. Ma la sua amica Grande non è convinta che gli alberi possano volare... A un tratto si sente un fortissimo CRUNCH! che arriva da Molto Vicino. Sarà forse il coniglio più grande del mondo che sgranocchia la carota più grande del mondo? Di certo nella valle di Grande e
Buffo è arrivato un animale che ha intenzione di cambiare PROPRIO TUTTO! Una nuova avventura che parla di amicizia, progresso... e battaglie con palle di fango.
The female musicians of the Instituto della Piet play from a gallery in the church, their faces half hidden by metal grilles. They live segregated from the world. Cecilia, is a violinist who, during anguished, sleepless nights, writes letters to the mother she never knew, haunted by her and hating her by turns. She eats little and cannot sleep. But things begin to change when
a new violin teacher arrives at the institute. The astonishing music of Vivaldi, the 'Red Priest', electrifies her and changes her attitude to life, compelling her to make a courageous choice.
"True and glorious indulgence. A dazzling example of a golden age mystery." —Daisy Goodwin, author of Victoria and The American Heiress on The Mitford Murders Set amid the legendary Mitford household, Bright Young Dead is the second in the thrilling, Golden Age-style Mitford Murders series by Jessica Fellowes, author of the New York Times bestselling Downton
Abbey books. Meet the Bright Young Things, the rabble-rousing hedonists of the 1920s whose treasure hunts were a media obsession. One such game takes place at the 18th birthday party of Pamela Mitford, but ends in tragedy as cruel, charismatic Adrian Curtis is pushed to his death from the church neighbouring the Mitford home. The police quickly identify the killer
as a maid, Dulcie. But Louisa Cannon, chaperone to the Mitford girls and a former criminal herself, believes Dulcie to be innocent, and sets out to clear the girl's name . . . all while the real killer may only be steps away.
Le Corbusier, Designer
A Mitford Murders Mystery
Giornale della libreria
A History of Painting in Italy, Umbria, Florence and Siena, from the Second to the Sixteenth Century
Venezia 1950-59

A teenager discovers his voice in this contemporary love story from “one of young adult literature’s greatest living writers” (Booklist). Shy teenager Karl is desperately in love with his girlfriend, Fiorella, a literary enthusiast who’s asked him to write her a letter in which he reveals his true self. There’s just one problem . . . Karl is dyslexic. Convinced that his attempts to express himself with
words will end in disaster, Karl tracks down Fiorella’s favorite novelist and begs him to take up the task. The famous writer unexpectedly agrees, but on one condition: Karl must participate in a series of interviews so the author can pen an authentic portrait of his affections. What follows is a series of misunderstandings, a startling revelation, and an unusual bond that will change all three of
their lives. A moving story of love and friendship, Dying to Know You is the perfect novel for “that cloudy expanse between older teenager and younger adult, a novel that doesn’t pretend to advise, but merely sees its characters for who they really are” (The Guardian). “This quietly understated performance captures the wistfulness of music in a minor key.” —Kirkus Reviews
L’orsa Grande non ha mai fatto un pupazzo di neve. Nemmeno il coniglio Buffo, se è per questo... ma vuole che il suo sia il più bello di tutti. Tra valanghe e lupi affamati, Buffo capirà in fretta quanto si importante l’amicizia e avere al proprio fianco chi ti vuole bene. Una storia di amicizia, palle di neve e... appena un po’ di cacca. “Diventerà subito un classico moderno. Esilarante, sfacciato,
delizioso”. Eoin Colfer
In Robinson Crusoe, Crusoe washes up on an uninhabited island on the North American coast. He lives there for twenty-eight years, documenting his physical and spiritual growth in his journal. Then one day a British ship sails by the island, and he is rescued. In the mid 17th century, Robinson Crusoe begins his career as a sailor, against the wishes of his parents, who would prefer him to go
into law. Crusoe survives a deadly shipwreck in the Caribbean and manages to set up a camp for himself on an uninhabited island. Much of the story follows the time Crusoe spent building his shelter and other things to make his life more comfortable. He documents his gardening, goat raising, and hunting, as well as his religious reflections.
A Novel
momenti del Bildungsroman dal Parzival a Thomas Mann
Lost in the Spanish Quarter
Hocus Pocus Junior: The Anatomie of Legerdemain
Le avventurose, fantastiche e ordinarie vite del gatto Felics tra scuola e muretto, circo e poltrona. E insieme la vita della famiglia in cui vive, generazione dopo generazione. Un micio normale, né di lusso né di razza, ma con un gran cuore. Un gatto capace, soprattutto, di far sorridere i bambini.
The Italian Metamorphosis, 1943-1968 is the first book to bring together all aspects of Italian visual culture from this fascinating period. Through seventeen scholarly essays and hundreds of lavish full-color and duotone reproductions, this volume captures the era's greatest achievements in the fields of painting, sculpture, artists' crafts, literature, photography, cinema, fashion, architecture, and
design.
A precious collection of paintings and sculptures that tells the story of Italian art between 1928 and 1945. The years between the world wars in Italy were a stimulating period that, in addition to the already established great masters such as Morandi, Carrà, De Chirico and Severini, also saw the emergence of an array of young artists, capable of presenting an alternative aesthetics of international
scope. This is a private collection whose sole purpose is to give the art of the 1930s and 1940s back the attention and dignity it deserves. This volume brings some supreme works back to light and shows them in conjunction with works that are only apparently minor, but which have been ignored for decades. This collection of works, which is conspicuous also in quantitative terms, is therefore a
significant presence on the international cultural panorama.
Fiabe francesi
The Italian Metamorphosis, 1943-1968
Fantasmagoriana (Tales of the Dead)
Tiny Crimes
Robinson Crusoe

As seen in the New York Times Book Review. Set in the passionate, intense, and crumbling neighborhood known as the Spanish Quarter of Naples, comes a tale of two students searching for love and belonging in the city they so desperately want to call home. Years after leaving Naples with a broken heart, Heddi receives an email from her first love. Although she now lives in New Zealand, just the
thought of the Spanish Quarter’s narrow, winding streets sparks the pain of longing. Heddi had found her place in that city built on Roman ruins and set against a sleeping volcano. A place she wants to call home despite being l’americana or the American. For Heddi’s group of university friends, Naples is either a refuge from their familial responsibilities or an entryway to a wider world. But for all of
them, Naples was their real university of life: the setting of their unrestrained youth. When Heddi first met Pietro at a party hosted by her bohemian roommates, she was inexplicably drawn to the serious geology student. Despite coming from wildly different backgrounds—Heddi, a nomadic American; Pietro, an Italian farm boy—the two fell into a liberating romance. She was searching for the roots she
never had, while he tried to escape his. Yet even after the two were doomed to part ways, their story isn’t finished just yet. Inspired by her own 10-year search for belonging in Naples, author Heddi Goodrich gives readers a passionate tale of a life caught between two worlds and a heartfelt ode to first love—of a place, of a person— where languages and cultures collide while dreams soar and crash in
unexpected ways.
Struggling to survive in a postapocalyptic world after his village is destroyed, Yorsh, the earth's last elf, must embark on a perilous quest to decipher a powerful prophecy and find the last dragon, who holds the key to saving the world from the Dark Age that has begun. An ALA Notable Children's Book. Reprint.
SPLASH! Una Cosa Misteriosa precipita nelle acque tranquille del laghetto di Grande e Buffo. È l’inizio di una piccola avventura o di un gran pasticcio? Dal cielo è piombato un tremendo pericolo o un nuovo amico? Buffo è certo di potersela cavare da solo, ma senza volerlo trasforma il giorno più bello di sempre in uno più brutto che mai e deve chiedere aiuto all’amica Grande per rimettere a posto
le cose. Una favola che ha molto da insegnare sull’amicizia e sui pregiudizi... oltre che sugli usi della cacca al mirtillo.
Nostalgia
The Union Club Mysteries
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Il gatto Felics e le sue sette vite
Into the War
The Last Dragon

Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science, pop culture, outer space, geography, and weather.
It was on a 'dark and stormy night', during the summer of 1816 that an eccentic group of English literati gathered at the Villa Diodati. The atmosphere at the Villa was charged by the violent streaks of lightening that licked at the mountain tops and split a black sky. As the wind outside whipped up the surface of lake Leman into a cauldron of waves the occupants of the Villa; Lord Byron, Mary Shelley, Dr
John Polidori, Percy Shelley and Claire Clairmont, whipped themselves into a gothic frenzy with recitals of haunting poetry and ghost stories. The stories that they read came from a book, originally written in German, that had recently been translated into French. The book that they read from was called Fantasmagoriana. Fantasmagoriana has a unique place in literary history. This is the first full translation
of the stories that inspired Mary Shelley's Frankenstein and Dr John Polidori's The Vampyre.
"Hocus Pocus Junior: The Anatomie of Legerdemain" by Anonymous. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Royal Edition
Grande & Buffo - Malumore da rumore
Bibliografia nazionale italiana
Dying to Know You
L'Avventura della conoscenza
"Critical interest in biography and autobiography has never been higher. However, while life-writing flourishes in the UK, in Italy it is a less prominent genre. The twelve essays collected here are written against this backdrop, and address issues in biographical and autobiographical writing
in Italy from the later nineteenth century to the present, with a particular emphasis on the interplay between individual lives and life-writing and the wider social and political history of Italy. The majority of essays focus on well-known writers (D'Annunzio, Svevo, Bontempelli, Montale,
Levi, Calvino, Eco and Fallaci), and their varying anxieties about autobiographical writing in their work. This picture is rounded out by a series of studies of similar themes in lesser known figures: the critic Enrico Nencioni, the Welsh-Italian painter Llewellyn Lloyd and Italian writers and
journalists covering the Spanish Civil War. The contributors, all specialists in their fields, are Antonella Braida, Charles Burdett, Jane Everson, John Gatt Rutter, Robert Gordon, Gwyn Griffith, Peter Hainsworth, Martin McLaughlin, Gianni Oliva, Giuliana Pieri, and Jon Usher. The volume is
dedicated to John Woodhouse, on his seventieth birthday, and concludes with a bibliography of his writings."
«PACE E TRANQUILLITÀ!» strilla Buffo. «NON DESIDERO ALTRO». È impossibile riposare, con l’orsa Grande che russa alla grande nella tana e un picchio che non smette di fare TUC! TUC! TUC! sull’albero. Basta, il coniglio Buffo decide di AGIRE. Si ritrova così lassù, tra i rami che ondeggiano al
vento, e impara da Grande che si può guardare il mondo in maniera differente. E persino sorridere! Una storia sull’amicizia, sulla saggezza e su come essere MOLTO RUMOROSI.
The Cloven Viscount
Bright Young Dead
Le storie del gatto Medardo
Handbook of International Futurism
io, pi
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